Entries Accepted: August 12–October 4

Entry Fee: TBD

Player’s Quiz: Captain’s Quiz

Event Date: September 9–October 4

Divisions: text

League Format: Four week pool play format.

Location of Play: Heskett Center Tennis Courts (Between Heskett Center and Wilkins Stadium)

Schedules: Matches will take place in the afternoons/evenings from September 9–October 4

Equipment: Participants must bring their own racket. Tennis balls will be provided by WSU IMs.

Eligibility

1. Only current students (enrolled in one (1) or more credit hours) or adult members (18 or older) of the Heskett Center may participate in the Intramural Sports Program.

2. Individuals must present their Shocker Cards to the Competitive Sports staff in order to participate each night. These cards must be validated for the current semester.

Entry Procedures

1. Players must sign up online on IMLeagues.com

2. All players are required to complete the captains or participant quiz. The purpose of these quizzes are to inform participants of rules, policies, and procedures.
Rules of Play

1. The Game

- All matches play an eight game pro set – that is, the first player to 8 games wins the match. The margin of winning must be at least 2 games. That is, if the score in games reaches 7-7, it must be won 9-7, or if the score in games reaches 8-8, players will play a 12-point tiebreaker.
- Rules for the 12 Point Tie-Breaker:
  “A” serves first point; “B” serves points 2 and 3; “A” serves 4 and 5; “B” serves 6; players switch sides, “B” serves 7; “A” serves 8 and 9; “B” serves 10 and 11; “A” serves 12.
  If score is tied, players switch sides and continue until 1 player is winning by 2 points.

2. Format

The league format will be a season long schedule and a playoff bracket. USTA governs all rules not covered through this document.